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Hitman reborn tsuna and kyoko

in: Edit The Overall Synopsis Share of Kyoko's Appearance Relationship with Tsuna. When Kyoko first met Tsunayoshi Sawada, she was said to be the only girl she had ever spoken to, both of whom were acquaintances, and Tsuna admired her from afar. Their first interaction together is when Tsuna enters Dying Will Mode and confesses her feelings to Kyoko, causing her to run
away in fear. After Kensuke Mochida is defeated in a kendo fight, Kyoko apologizes for running away before and believes that his confession was merely witty. Kyoko is amazed that Tsuna defeats Kensuke and says that he is no ordinary person, starting their friendship events. As in the past, Kyoko has become close friends with Tsuna, as they bond together during many events
and antiques throughout their day-to-day life. Their friendship is somewhat strained while trapped in the future, as Tsuna is continually reluctant to explain to Millefiore Famiglia, or the Mafia to her. Kyoko feels squeaky and concerned, and accompanies Haru Miura in continuing the strike, reluctant to cook and clean up so that they are told about everything that is secret. After
realizes how hard Tsuna and the others are trying to protect them to end the strike, and Tsuna finally explains the mafia to her. Although Kyoko sees Tsuna as a good friend, it remains unknown whether she is not boring any romantic feelings for her. In Japanese, Kyoko's future compatriot refers to her as Tsu-kun, before this pseudonym was only used by her mother, although an
explanation as to why was never given. Nana Sawada[edit | edit source] Kyoko does not receive too much interaction with Nana Sawada. When the two first meet, Kyoko doesn't seem to be on very good terms with Nana, who believes that she is Tsuna's female friend that Kyoko quickly denies, and trusts her son for bluntly calling him defeated. This is then extended to Kyoko's
main regret before being shot with a Dead Will Bullet is Nana calling Tsuna defeated, and forcing Nana to take back what she said about Tsuna to the point nana frothed from the mouth and singed. Since Kyoko now believes the events were just dreams, she doesn't seem to be taking advantage of Nana's pain, and both are on good terms throughout the series, as they both help
look after Tsuna, Lambo, and I-Pin. Ryohei Sasagawa[edit | edit source] Young Kyoko with his injured brother. Ryohei Sasagawa is Kyoko's older brother, only about a year older than him. Kyoko has a good relationship with her brother, where she is shown to admire him greatly because his strength and devotion become extreme. Ryohei is very protective towards Kyoko, In
return, Kyoko has great concerns for safety. This returns when both are children, and Ryohei is attacked after Kyoko is used as bait to attract classmates who don't like Ryohei, and he promises that to never get into the fray again. Instead he fights boxing, Kyoko Kyoko Unaware of the many fights that his brother will enter in the future, and Ryohei often has to lie about his fights,
pretending that their boxing match, and his injuries, which he covers with ludicrous lies. Haru Miura[edit | edit source] Kyoko with Haru. Since the two first met, it has become the closest of friends, as both share a love for eating cakes and creating an appreciation day for their love for eating cakes, which they incidentally on the third Sunday of each month. It has been stated that
both Kyoko and Haru are in sync, so they both share the same Dying Will regret, although they also have a personality difference, as Haru is shown to be more energetic and decisive. Kyoko is pictured having a sleep with Haru during the Haru Haru Interview: Dangerous. Both have been shown for bonding with each other in the series, as they become close enough to have a
sleep over each other, and attend many events along with Tsuna and his colleagues. Together, they both supported Tsuna and his colleagues on the sidelines, giving them encouragement and acting as a driving force for both to keep fighting. While trapped in the future, Kyoko helps Haru in helping to clean, cook, and take care of the children]], although they gradually begin to
feel betrayed and abandoned every time Tsuna refuses to explain the mafia or Millefiore, despite re-tracking their friendship with Tsuna after he finally explains the mafia to both of them. I-Pin &amp;Pins &amp; Lambo[edit | edit source] Kyoko holds I-Pin. Kyoko seemed to take a desire against I-Pin since the moment they first met, as Kyoko was grateful that I-Pin raised Kyoko's
money when he accidentally dropped his wallet when they first met. When the two first met, Kyoko was one of those people who noticed that I-Pin was a woman, even before she got shot with Bazooka Ten Years. Kyoko is shown to take care of I-Pin, as he always takes care of I-Pin in the absence of Nana, this becomes clearer when they are in the future. Kyoko is shown to look
after Lambo, becoming one of the few people uninterrupted by Lambo's child antics and often gives jokes to him because of it, although every time he debates with I-Pin and Hayato Gokudera. Just like I-Pin, Kyoko helps in keeping Lambo every time Nana is absent. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Three midoriya Izuku, Bakugo Katsuki,
and Todoroki Shouto were chosen to participate in the mission in Italy as one of the representatives of Japanese heroes who would help shore up the worldwide terrorist group Millefiore by Byakuran. There is a misunderstanding on their part though. By the time they were fully aware of the extent of the Byakuran quirk, they were already sent to different worlds. The only
connection they left out of their own world is unfortunately given by two young mafia bosses Tsunayoshi Sawada of Kerang and Ginny Farfalla of the Butterflies. Butterflies. English words: 3,501 Chapters: 2/? Kudos: 21 Bookmarks: 2 Hits: 226 Yuzuki Hisoka and his family have just moved to Namimori. Arashi, Yuzuki's twin brother, had to stay home due to the mysterious illness
he contracted. When the Yuzuki family travelled to Italy to find a cure and a holiday, Yuzuki remained behind and made some friends. But hiding his brother's existence may be more difficult than he thinks, especially when he needs to deal with Reborn and certain skies. Language: English words: 6,643 Chapter: 5/? Kudos: 3 Bookmarks: 2 Hits: 91 Com o céu nublado, enquanto
pingos de chuva caem de nuvens carregadas, sensação de tristeza e vazio se faz attended. Será que tem como phcar pior? , indagação é automática mesmo sabendo que em algum momento essas nuvens desaparecerão e em seguida uma paleta de cores pintará o céu e junto tudo se Entretanto, é compreensível temer o incerto até ter a confirmação de que suas escolhas
farão da incerteza o seu futuro. Language: Portuguese copper Word: 9,454 Chapter: 4/? Kudos: 2 Hits: 30 It has been exactly 15 years, 3 months and 18 days since they last saw Haru, one night he and his father had just disappeared. Language: English words: 1,172 Chapter: 1/1 Kudos: 4 Hits: 40 assumes I failed sort of. Immediately after the battle for the vongola ring, the tsuna
and its guardians studied other vongola secrets: the guardians of the tenth generation shadows. to gokudera, this means reviewing parts of the past he has long forgotten. Part 1 of the eye of the storm. Language: English words: 9,072 Chapter: 3/? Kudos: 2 Hits: 36 У Савады Тсунаеши две семьи: Вонгола и любимая дочь Сайко. Это две жизни, которые он старательно
удерживает на расстоянии друг от друга. Изображая прошлого себя, неудачника, Тсуна старательно поддерживает убеждения дочери. Она презирает отца и обвиняет в трагедии, случившейся много лет назад. Что ж, Тсуна, это не такая уж большая цена за безопасность и неприкосновенность дочери. Тебе ведь не впервой фальшиво улыбаться.Написано
по ЗАЯВКЕ с Фикбука: Русский words: 34,742 Chapter: 16/16 Kudos: 6 Hits: 56 Yamamoto tells himself he's doing this for his Vongola-for his famiglia. The liar, replying to his conscience. You do this for you. They have only been fighting Millefiore so far, but now the real war begins. [Part of a continuous, post-TYL arc] Part 9 Of the Whole Language of the Universe: English
words: 33,376 Chapters: 2/2 Kudos: 218 Bookmarks: 4 Hits: 1248 Two years post-cannon, Vongola Guardians and related hangers, girlfriends, siblings, and defenders of the Sawada House vacation to Italy (read: sent to the mafia magic boot camp courtesy of Reborn) for the summer. Perhaps, thinking of Tsuna, this means there's a threat on the horizon that he hasn't heard about
yet, but Reborn Knows Things. he rarely said them so they addressed him in the gun is loaded. Getting his keeper to actually trust each other before the threat arrives is like a router cat. Cats with knives, and lasers, and inhumane strength. Perhaps, thinking of Kyoko, this is the best chance he'll be able to teach himself to use Dying Will Flames. He finished being a cheerleader, or
a dam in trouble. It was his turn to fight, he recruited his own team, and he probably didn't know it anymore, but he got a bit of destiny on his side. Language: English words: 10,537 Chapter: 2/14 Kudos: 80 Bookmarks: 16 Hits: 1189 Collection of those from fandom Katekyo Hitman Reborn! DISCLAIMER: I don't own the characters presented in these stories. Those rights belong to
Akira Amano. Language: English words: 14,697 Chapter: 7/? Kudos: 4 Hits: 138 Scritto per G.Tra Tsuna, ormai Decimo, e Kyoko qualcosa non ha funzionato. Part 15 of my voleri del Decimo Language: Italian Words: 2,889 Chapter: 8/8 Hits: 25 A young man wakes up, redefined in the world of Katekyo Hitman Reborn as a neighbor next to Nana and Tsuna Sawada. Instead of
highlighting men choosing to turn his home in the hearts of two people and living a simple life as a little player in this big game. It didn't work, now angled up in the man's Tenth Generation Vongola thread trying to protect what was dear to him. Many miles away certain boss Millefiore Famiglia took notice. Language: English words: 2,492 Chapters: 2/? Kudos: 62 Bookmarks: 15
Hits: 423 Kyoko cried in his room, thinking the boy was everyone pushing down, until he forced himself to stop- for crying didn't help him. Nobody. Nobody at all, when he needs it, when he deserves it. He doesn't need more silent purity. He needed someone to smile at him and repair his scrap and tell him he didn't deserve to be treated like this. He needs to do it himself.
Language: English words: 995 Chapter: 1/1 Kudos: 46 Bookmarks: 3 Hits: 212 Despite all the personal growths he's done since he became Decimo, the first thing Tsuna did when searching for Xanxus at Varia's compound was still to apologise. In his defence, Varia's boss adjusted low on his throne, loose hair, veiled eyes, an off jacket, two top shirt buttons were not civilised, and
after the first two confessions to Kyoko, Tsuna's first impulse when experiencing attraction was to say, I'm sorry. Which he did. To Xanxus. Who, judged by his unpleasant mouthlessness, was napping before Tsuna was barred in. There was empty wine glass in his hand. Fuck, rubbish? Tsuna opened his mouth to be explained. What came out was: Please have a baby with me.
Xanxus pupils widened slightly. Wine glass into a million small pieces. Fuck, rubbish? (Absurd sky sealing has unfortunate side effects. Unfortunately, the side effects associated with the silence. In other words, unless Tsuna can knock out the Sky that accompanies him, Giotto's lineup ends up here. He will owe Xanxus for another his life.) Language: English words: 18,638
Chapter: 6/? Kudos: 218 Bookmarks: 53 Hits: 2288 Tsuna is efficient on one thing, and one thing only: video games. So it's practically a dream come true when a magic book allows him to become a video game character. Along the way, he collects friends, gets stronger, and goes from dame ... to the game. in short tsuna become players but things are more balanced and different
from both Gamer and KHR Language: English words: 26,409 Chapters: 6/? Kudos: 238 Bookmarks: 72 Hits: 3596 Tsuna and Kyoko only two ordinary people per day, because Tsuna refused to become the Tenth Vongola, but their son Koryo was approached by a permanent Vongola (that is, Reborn, and my two OC randomly put no one to know existed) at the age of five, younger
then perhaps any other boss because they wanted to guarantee he would not return like his father. Tsuna wasn't happy about it, but really had no choice. Then one day, Koryo was abducted from his school in the recession, and suddenly everything changed... Language: English words: 398 Chapter: 1/1 Kudos: 1 Hits: 20 Dancing has never been your thing. But with him, it's
different. Language: English word: 4,343 Chapter: 2/2 Kudos: 20 Bookmarks: 3 Hits: 281 As Kyoko walks down the icele, you can't help but pray to God that instead of him supposed to be you that Tsuna is going to get married. Language: English words: 2,694 Chapter: 1/1 Kudos: 17 Bookmarks: 1 Hits: 204 Where Sasagawa Kyouko smiles full of knives, and Tsuna loves it for her.
Language: English words: 11,843 Chapter: 9/? Collection: 2 Kudos: 1277 Bookmarks: 502 Hits: 15368 After an accident during Federico's mission and wonders returned Federico, the Tsuna slowly lost his bond with his family. Despair and was sick, he decided to leave the family with his wife Kyouko. However, their cars fell into the poultment and disappeared. When he opened
his eyes, he found out that Namimori did not exist and he was the only user of the fire that existed in the world...*Re-post from FFN and the content of the story would be the same as on the site. Part 2 Vongola Part 5 Hogo-sha (Guardian) Universe: English words: 20,125 Chapter: 5/? Kudos: 106 Bookmarks: 13 Hits: 1205 Kyoko is a sweet girl, all in beautiful ruffles and soft pastel
colors. He smiles sweet, vocal ignition. Cute baby dolls. Tsuna, seeing him with a hard-to-see eye, hoarsely laughing and smashing the bottle against the wall. Language: English words: 605 Chapter: 1/1 Kudos: 12 Bookmarks: 1 Hits: 200 200
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